Vienna, 19 June 2020

AWARD NOTICE

SUPPLY OF COMPUTER NETWORK EQUIPMENT AND TABLETS IN THE SCOPE OF THE BORDER MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME FOR THE MAGHREB REGION (BMP-MAGHREB) – MOROCCAN COMPONENT

KINGDOM OF MOROCCO

1. Publication reference
   ICMPD/20.001/SUP/BMP/INT/MOR

2. Date of publication
   6 March 2020

3. Lot number and lot title
   LOT 1: Security hardware.
   LOT 2: Network monitoring solution.
   LOT 3: Tablets

4. Contract value
   Value of the contract for LOT 1: EUR 475,716 excluding VAT
   Value of the contract for LOT 2: EUR 245,156.70 excluding VAT
   Value of the contract for LOT 3: EUR 459,572 excluding VAT

5. Date of award of the contract
   16 June 2020

6. Number of tenders received
   Nine tenderers whom bid for fourteen lots
7. **Name, address and nationality of the successful tenderer(s)**

Lot 1 is attributed to:

**NEVO TECHNOLOGIES / RABAT / MOROCCO.**

Lot 2 is attributed to:

**NETCOM TECHNOLOGIES / CASABLANCA / MOROCCO.**

Lot 3 is attributed to:

**TELEDYNE SARL / CASABLANCA / MOROCCO.**

8. **Duration of the contract**

- 

9. **Contracting Authority**

ICMPD

10. **Legal basis**

ICMPD Procurement and Contracting Rules

Frederic Brimbal (Mr.)

Procurement Manager / Manager du bureau des achats